
 

 

 

Guidance for Writing Early
Intervention Session Notes

General Questions

What are the general guidelines for all session notes?
•	 Write objectively Remember that the session note is not about you or your feelings. Make sure

that	  your	  session notes do not	  reflect	  any negative feelings or	  reactions that	  you have toward
the child, other	  people or	  events. Try to avoid terms and descriptions that	  seem judgmental.

•	  Write clearly and legibly Be objectively descriptive. It helps you be precise about what you are
describing. Try to	  avoid	  vague or general terms. Use proper grammar, and	  be sure that each	  
sentence has	  proper sentence structure and sequencing of words so others can understand
what you are documenting.

•	  Write what you observe Documentation of your observations should	  be in	  the context of the
progress that was seen	  during the session.

•	 Write so others can understand Your primary purpose is to explain things so others, including
family members, can understand what	  you are documenting.

•	 Write using people first language When describing a child and referencing their disability,	  
identify the child first, then the disability.	  The disability represents only one of many
characteristics	  of the person.

Where do I go to get more information?
For more	  information on writing session notes, please	  refer to:

•	  The Annotated Guidance for Writing Early Intervention Session Notes found on the PaTTAN
website www.pattan.net Just click on Legal	  > Forms > select Infant/Toddler Annotated as the
age	  group and click Go.

•	  Appendix for specific examples of session	  note statements representing the coaching model of
service delivery.

•	  Your local supervisor or early intervention	  coordinator.

Can this form b used	  b Preschool EI programs?
The form is	  not intended for preschool use at this	  time.

Service Delivery

Why are we indicating 14 days being missed on the initial note if our program requires that a Late 14
Day form b completed?
Not all programs require a separate form to be completed when the initial session does not occur within
1 days. Therefore	  the	  annotation reflects that reason should be	  indicated on the	  session note form if
the service did not	  begin within 14 days.

http:www.pattan.net.	�


 

How should I document if I provide services simultaneous with another early intervention
professional?
There are occasions when multiple individuals provide early intervention services to child and family
simultaneously (on the same date and time). Services	  provided simultaneously, or on a teamed basis	  are
billable to	  medical assistance when:

•  The services provided are consistent with documentation on the IFSP.
• The services are fully documented and clearly provided on direct basis.
•  Providers are	  responsible	  for writing individual session notes.

How much information should be written in the outcome update section? The entire outcome or just
the number?
The annotated guidance says to “Clearly identify which outcome(s) or goal(s) is being worked on as well
as the	  routine	  or activity. Include	  the	  outcome	  or goal number as well as enough text to unmistakably
identify the outcome or goal.” So for example, if your outcome/goal is: #3 Ahmet will get to eat what he
wants during mealtimes by pointing or looking at the choices his parents provide…You could	  write
“#3/making	  choices at mealtime”.	  This information would be written in the ‘Outcome(s)/Goal(s) from
the IFSP/IEP to be addressed’ section.

How do I document routines in the 'what we did today' box?
Include in your narration how the intervention	  was embedded	  within	  the activities and	  routines of the
family in addition to describing how the family participated. For example, “When trying to open his
cookies	  for snack, Anden	  would say ‘open’	  but wouldn't try ‘help	  me’”. This then describes the context
and routine	  in which you are	  teaching the	  skill. Some	  other examples may be: “Showed mom how to
prop	  Sally in the grocery cart	  and Mom suggested using her	  coat	  as support.” or	  “While playing with
trucks, Cy was able to imitate his brother’s truck noises and drive his truck into the garage” or “Mom
had	  Savannah	  help	  make lunch by	  putting	  the grapes ‘in’ the bowl but she became upset when	  her
brother tried	  to	  take one.”

Where should I document the data that was collected to measure progress?	  
Data collection should be written on the session note unless another data collection form is being used,
such as	  a chart, rating scale, photograph, videotape, etc. If another form is being used, you would still
need	  to	  write a summary on	  the session	  note. For example, "took pictures	  today of Riley standing
without assistance" or "On Makinna's play chart we noted that she initiated play with her	  sister	  3 times
today." This information would be written in the ‘Progress information/data	  collection’ box.

What are the differences between	  the specific strategies such	  as direct teaching, demonstration,
guided	  practice	  with feedback, caregiver practice with feedback, problem solving, reflection and
other? What are examples of each?
The Annotated	  Guidance for Writing EI Session	  Notes document has a description	  of each	  strategy as
well as examples of what the strategy would look like in practice. It also includes a few examples of
what the documentation might look like under the ‘What we did today to address the outcome’ section.
For more	  examples, refer to Appendix A – Examples of Session	  Note Statements Representing Coaching
Strategies.



Missed Sessions

What if a planned service delivery doesn’t occur?
Codes for missed	  sessions are used	  when	  a planned	  service delivery does not occur (i.e. child	  or early
intervention professional	  is absent;	  cancellation without notice or an act of nature).	  The early
intervention professional	  should document this occurrence, including	  the	  reason, in the	  child’s record.
Indicate if the reason for the missed session was:	  CA – Child	  absent; PA	  – EI professional absent; NS	  – No
show; or S – Act of nature. Rather than	  using the NCR	  paper version	  for this documentation, you	  could
use an	  electronic or regular paper version.

Is it sufficient to just circle the code at the bottom of the page to document	  a missed session?
The code can be circled at the bottom of the page but additional information should be	  written in the	  
‘What we did today to address the outcome’ box. For example: "Therapist absent due to	  illness.",
"Family not at home today for scheduled visit"	  or "Mom called to cancel due to Sawyer being ill". You
would also want to notify the Service Coordinator if sessions are being missed	  o a frequent basis. Check
with your supervisor or early intervention	  coordinator for	  any additional local procedures regarding
missed sessions.

Since	  we	  are	  not to use	  the	  NCR for a missed note...is it acceptable	  to make	  a note	  at the	  top of the
next session	  note (NCR) paper as to	  why the previous session	  was missed or likewise at the bottom or
the note to explain why the next	  session will be missed?
If it is a planned missed session for your next visit, it is acceptable to write the explanation on the
bottom of the note o the ‘Date of Next Session’ line with the date the next session will	  occur.	  If it is a
missed session that was not planned, then you	  should	  write it o a separate sheet and	  date it for that
day so	  that any gap	  in	  service is documented. You	  d not need	  to	  have the parent sign	  or give them a
copy	  of the separate missed session note.
We only suggest that you don’t use an NCR form if you are	  just documenting missed session. In that
instance, we recommend using a paper copy as they are less expensive to produce than NCR forms.	  

If it is an unplanned,	  missed appointment and you do not want anything written on the NCR form,	  why
are	  there	  codes?
The session note form is available in different mediums, with NCR being only one of them. The form is
available	  on the	  PaTTAN website	  as PDF	  and as protected Word document that you could type	  in and
print for the family. Each	  form is identical regardless of how it is produced. We	  suggest using	  a paper
copy	  for missed sessions	  as	  they	  are less	  expensive to produce than NCR forms.

Do we still send in to the Service Coordinator the session note for missed sessions?
Check with	  your local county EI Coordinator to	  find	  out their procedures regarding the submission	  of
session notes.

Copies	  & Signatures

Who gets a copy of the session note?
copy of the session	  note must be given	  to	  the parent, guardian, or caregiver at the end	  of the session.

Some	  county	  programs	  or service coordination units	  may	  also request a copy	  for monitoring purposes.
Contact your local program for further guidance.



If you are documenting your notes using a laptop,	  how does the parent/caregiver get a copy?
We want to be sensitive to today's technology and local programs can determine the best	  way to ensure
the requirement	  for	  providing the session note to families is met. Strategies should take into
consideration how the family	  would like to get the session note and the purpose	  of the	  note	  which is to
document, bill and	  inform the family.

Who can sign the note if the parent is not there?
Each note must include parent or caregiver signature. If the parent is not available then have the
caregiver sign the session note and ask	  that they	  share the note with the family. This	  may	  occur if you
are	  providing services in childcare	  setting.

Alterations to the Session Note

What is the proper procedure for making changes and/or corrections to the session note form?
For example, what if the time in is documented	  as 12:00pm and	  the	  time	  out as	  12:45pm and the units	  
listed is 4 rather	  than 3.	  Can	  this number simply be crossed off or whited out and	  corrected?
You	  should	  never use white out or tape designed	  to	  obliterate errors. Corrections that	  need to be made
to session note should be handled in the same manner: You should put a single line through the error	  
and add your initials and date	  of correction. You may note	  “error” or “mistaken entry”.

What if there is an issue with a change or correction in the body of the note that doesn't change the
integrity of the content (i.e.:	  "the" should actually b the	  word	  "is”)
You should put single line through the error and add your initials and date of correction. You may note
“error”	  or “mistaken entry.”

Do changes to the session note need to be initialed by the family?
The family is signing off	  on the entire note so if	  a therapist	  makes a mistake while writing their	  session
note, they would	  make the correction	  to	  the error and	  review the note with	  the family. The family is
signing off on the entire note which includes	  the correction and would not need	  to	  initial the correction.
The only time the parent would need to initial something would be if they were actually the one making
the correction to the session note.

What if someone else notices an error in a session note such as a Service Coordinator, an EI Supervisor
or Billing Personnel?
The individual	  who discovers the error should attach note	  to the	  document, and not make	  edits to the	  
original form. This note should state what the errors	  were found. This	  would then be sent back to the
therapist	  to be corrected and a copy of the corrected	  note sent to the family. The family would not need
to initial or	  sign in this instance. However, the family would need to sign the note if corrections were
made to the time or number of units billed.

Do families need to get a copy of the corrected note?
If you discover that changes need to be made to the note after a copy has already been	  given	  to	  the
family then you should make the changes and give the family a copy of the corrected note. However, if
you were only	  correcting	  spelling	  or grammatical errors that do not affect the integrity	  of the note, then
it would be at the discretion of the local	  program to determine if they will give a the family a corrected	  
copy	  in this	  instance.



APPENDIX	  A
Examples	  of Session	  Note Statements
Representing Coaching Strategies

Direct Teaching: The early interventionist shares information	  about specific strategy or routine
with the intent for the caregiver to learn how	  to use them and/or understand the value. (TACTICS)

• 	 I explained to dad that	  by keeping Sam’s trunk stable he will be able to free his hands
and reach for toys.

• 	 I explained to Sarah’s grandmother how imitating what	  Sarah does can actually increase
her imitation skills and keep her involved in the interaction. For example, when Sarah
drops a block in the bucket, you drop a block too.

• 	 I described to Jacob’s mom the importance of waiting for Jacob to respond to a request	  
with a sound or gesture. This gives him time to think about	  the request	  and respond.

Demonstration: The early interventionist takes the lead	  in	  demonstrating	   strategy with	  the
child while the caregiver observes. He/she sets	  up the demonstration by telling the caregiver what is	  
going	  o an why. The early interventionist narrates during	  an after the demonstration	  with	  the
purpose of showing	  the caregiver how to	  use the strategy. Demonstration	  may be repeated	  an may
evolve	  into guided or caregiver practice	  with feedback. (TACTICS)

• 	 I showed mom how to prop Sally in the grocery cart	  using the safety belt	  effectively to
give her stability and explained how the belt	  helped to stabilize her position in the seat.

• 	 I showed dad how to point	  to the bottle and wait	  a few seconds to see if Michael
requests it	  by making a gesture or sound. I explained how waiting allows Michael to
have time to respond.

• 	 I joined in on the mealtime routine and showed Mike’s dad how to give him finger foods
and explained how this will help Mike to be more independent	  while eating.

• 	 I joined Tyler and his dad in the sandbox at the playground. I then showed Tyler’s dad
how to sit	  him in a corner area	  and pointed out	  how this provides him with more
support	  while sitting.

Guided Practice with Feedback: The early interventionist an caregiver work as partners
with the child and exchange roles in practicing early intervention strategies. The early interventionist	  
guides the interaction	  with	  specific suggestions about caregiver behavior in	  the context of routine and
demonstration	  of strategy use. The caregiver has turn	  (or multiple turns) to	  practice using	  the strategy
with the child as the early interventionist makes suggestions during	  the intervention	  an offers feedback
during	  the routine. (TACTICS)

• 	 I showed Cody’s grandmother how to wait	  for a response from Cody when asked if he
wanted a snack. Grandma	  then did the same and Cody responded yes within 10
seconds.



• 	 I showed mom a few ways to prop Ben in the grocery cart	  and she chose the one that	  
seemed easiest	  for her to do. After a few tries and verbal prompts, she was able to prop
him up on her own.	  

• 	 I showed Ada’s dad how to support	  her arm while Ada holds a spoon. After a few tries
and some verbal prompting about	  arm support, Ada	  was able to successfully eat	  all of
her pudding using a spoon.

• 	 I demonstrated safe ways to support	  Amy while playing on the slide. Her mother chose
to climb up behind her, hold onto Amy until she was part	  way down, and let	  go with
someone catching her at the bottom. We tried it	  out	  and Amy safely made it	  to the
bottom -‐ smiling.

Caregiver Practice	  with Feedback: The caregiver takes the lead	  in	  interaction	  with	  the
child as the early interventionist	  observes and supports the interaction as needed. Support	  is offered by
providing	  feedback specific to	  the caregiver or child’s behavior, offering	  encouragement, or asking	  a
reflective question about	  interrupting the routine. The early	  interventionist is less actively	  involved or
‘hands-‐on’ than	  in	  either guided	  practice or joint interaction. (TACTICS)

• 	 While Charlie’s mom was putting him in his highchair, I asked if she had ever tried
putting a towel behind him for added support. She decided to try that	  and he was able
to sit	  upright	  for a longer period of time.

• 	 During a diaper change I pointed out	  to Danny’s mother how much more he is
participating in dressing. His mother also shared other times when this is occurring
(putting on a hat).

• 	 While Seth’s mom was giving him a snack, I encouraged her to wait	  for up to 5 seconds
and prompt	  him to say the word “more”. Seth put	  his hand out	  and made the “m”
sound, clearly imitating his mother.

• 	 While Tommy’s grandmother pushed him on the swing, I commented on how much
easier it	  was for him to keep his head up when she used two hands and pushed the
swing slowly and with even pressure. She made the adaptation and he was able to keep
his head up the entire time.

Problem Solving: The caregiver and early	  interventionist consider and discuss strategies to
improve routines and outcomes.	  Both parties contribute, define, or clarify solutions to a problem,
situation or concern and develop an action plan for when and how the strategy will be used in routine.
(TACTICS)

• 	 Ada’s mother and I discussed how to encourage her to take more than one bite of food
when self-‐feeding. Her mother stated that	  Ada	  has a very strong preference for mashed
bananas, so it	  was identified as a food that	  would be motivating for her and easy to
scoop on a spoon. Her mom plans to try this at breakfast	  and snack.

• 	 After discussing various options for providing support	  to Mira	  while in the stroller, Mom
thought	  using a small baby blanket	  for back support	  would work best	  and plans to use it	  
on the next	  walk to the park.



•	  I problem solved with Anna’s mother ways to encourage Anna	  to finger feed during
mealtimes. She decided to try cheerios on her tray at breakfast	  and snack.

Reflection: The early interventionist an caregiver discuss a activity or routine that is completed,
watch a video of the caregiver interacting with the child, or following and observation of the child or
situation, reflect on successes	  and areas	  of improvement, what factors	  impacted the outcome, and how
strategies could be used in other	  settings or	  expanded to include other	  outcomes. (TACTICS)

• 	 Tyler’s dad and I watched a video clip to see how Tyler responded when presented with
two food items during lunch. Since this was a successful approach in helping Tyler make
requests, his dad plans to use this strategy during play time.

• 	 Sonya’s mom and I observed her playing with her toys and noticed that	  her attention
span is much shorter when playing alone than when her brothers are in the room. Her
mom plans to encourage the brothers to play alongside Sonya	  this next	  week to see if it	  
makes a difference.

• 	 Grayson’s mother and I reflected on his ability to use an adapted spoon during snack
time today. Since he was so successful, she plans to use the adapted spoon for every
meal.
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